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Welcome to Steward Visual Issue Reporting Tool, the 

seamless integration with Jira that revolutionizes 

collaboration and issue resolution in software 

development. Our powerful platform empowers teams 

to report, track, and manage visual issues efficiently, 

ensuring smoother project workflows and improved 

software quality. With Steward, clients can easily 

visualize and monitor issue progress directly on the web 

application, eliminating the need to navigate through 

multiple software platforms. Experience enhanced 

communication, increased efficiency, and improved 

software and application quality, all while saving 

valuable time and delivery costs. Discover the true value 

of visual issue resolution with Steward.

Introduction

https://www.linkedin.com/company/steward-co-in


Closing the 
Communication 
Gap: Streamlining 
Visual Issue 
Resolution
In today's fast-paced software development landscape, teams 

face an array of challenges in issue reporting and resolution. 

Communication gaps between clients and businesses often 

lead to delays and misunderstandings, hindering project 

progress. Quality assurance engineers and testers struggle to 

efficiently track and manage visual issues, impacting software 

quality and customer satisfaction. This lack of streamlined 

processes results in wasted time and increased costs for web 

application delivery. It's crucial to bridge these gaps, enhance 

collaboration, and ensure efficient issue resolution for seamless 

project workflows and top-notch software quality.



Introducing Steward: 
Your Visual Issue 
Resolution Solution
Our solution, Steward Visual Issue Reporting Tool, is the 
game-changer in software development. Seamlessly integrated 
with Jira, it offers a user-friendly interface for reporting, tracking, 
and managing visual issues. With real-time collaboration features, 
teams can efficiently communicate and resolve issues, ensuring 
enhanced software quality and smoother project workflows. By 
eliminating the need for clients to navigate separate issue tracker 
software, Steward saves valuable time and improves 
communication between clients and businesses. Experience the 
benefits of streamlined processes, improved efficiency, and cost 
savings with our cutting-edge solution.

issue reporting, communication gaps, inefficiency

Pain points being solved



Transparent pricing
We offer flexible pricing options to suit your needs. Choose from 

our Free plan, Standard plan at $4.99 per month, or customize a 

Business plan according to your specific requirements. Investing in 

our product, Steward Visual Issue Reporting Tool, is a smart 

decision. By improving issue reporting and fixing, enhancing 

communication, and ensuring software quality, you'll save 

valuable time and cost in delivering web applications. Our pricing 

model is designed to provide excellent value for your investment, 

empowering you to achieve seamless project workflows and 

top-notch software quality.

- Seamless integration with Jira

- User-friendly interface for efficient issue reporting

- Real-time collaboration for improved 
communication

- Enhanced software quality and project workflows

- Time and cost savings in delivering web 
applications

- Flexible pricing options to suit your needs

- Customizable Business plan for tailored 
requirements

- Excellent value for your investment

$0
Free: USD/month

$4.99
Standard: USD/month

Customize
Business: USD/mont



Ready to Elevate Your 
Software Quality?
Ready to unlock the true potential of visual issue resolution? Take action now and experience the transformative 
power of Steward Visual Issue Reporting Tool. Sign up for a free trial today and see firsthand how our seamless 
integration with Jira can revolutionize collaboration and issue resolution in software development. Don't miss 
out on the opportunity to enhance communication, improve efficiency, and save valuable time and costs. 
Schedule a consultation with our team to explore how Steward can benefit your business. It's time to take your 
software quality to new heights.
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